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COUPLED PROCESSES IN GEOMECHANICS 

Neville G. W. Cook 

Department oC Materials Science and 
Mineral Engineering, University of 

California, Berkeley 
and 

Earth Sciences Division, 
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ABSTRACT 

The sale operation oC an underground repository Cor the dispc> 
sal oC nuclear wastes and the isolation oC these wastes Crom the 
accessible environment, may be affected adversely by the Cormation 
of new Cractures in the rock close to these excavations or by move
ments acrosa pre-existing Cractures. Both phenomena may so 
enhance the permeability of the rock as to allow possibly contam
inated groundwater to reach the accessible environment. For hard 
rocks, the Cormation oC new Cractures in the resions oC high st.ress 
concentrat.ion adjacent to excavations is analyzed in terma oC 
"breakouts" or "spalling". In roclcsalt., creep may allow the st.ress 
adjacent to excavations to decreaae below the hydrostatic pressure 
so that. hydraulic Cract.ures may Corm, or tbe extension or layers 
other than salt may produce new hydraulic conduita. The derorma
tion of Cractures in response to changes in stress pore pressure, and 
temperature are analyzed (or pre-existing Cractures, as is also the 
shear stability oC the (ractures. Experience and in situ testing are 
seen to be o( the greatest importance in identifying and understand
ing coupled phenomenon in geomechaDics. 

INTRODUCTION 

The overall geomeehanical requirements (or a wast.e repository 
are to ensure saJ'ety during repository excavation, wast.e emplace
ment and backfilling, and to obviate dist.urbaDces to t.he rock mass 
[hOlt could result in the release o( radioact.ive mat.erial to the accessi
ble environment alter closure. To meet. these requirements it is 
necessary to demonstrate that 

• the deCormation o( caDister holes will be accept.able and 
st.able; 

• the deCormation o( rooms will be acceptable aDd st.able; 

• any new rock (ractures which may be produced will not. 
lead to unacceptable seismicity or unaccept.able increases 
in hydraulic. or decreases in t.hermal, conduct.ivit.ies; 

• the opening and, perhaps, closing or pre-exist.ing and, 
new joints and fractures will not lead' to unacceptable 
increases in hydraulic conductivity; 

• the shearing oC pre-existing joints and Cractures will noO 

produce unacceptable seisauclt.y or unacceptable 
increaaes in hydraulic conductivity; 

• backfilling and sealing oC holes, rooms and shalta will 
provide adequate containment 0(, poeaibly contamiAated, 
groundwater. 

HOLES AND ROOMS 

Hard Rock 

It is obvious that the excavation o( boreholes, for canist.er 
emplacement, aDd drifts, for the repository acCtal ways and rooms, 
will result in a redistribution oC the rock st.resses adjacent. to these 
excavations. At. the depths o( most. proposed repositories, say SOO m 
to 1000 m below sur(ace, the vertical st.resa will result. C1I8entiaily 
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rrom the weight or the overburden and will, thereCore, have values 
between 12 MPa aDd 25 MPa. Horizontal stresses in the shallow 
crust. have values that raDge Crom as little as a' third of the value of 
the vertical st.ress to more thaD three times its value (Hoek and 
Brown, 1980). The uniaxial compressive strengt.hs of rocks at pro
posed repository sites raDge Crom essentially zero for salt, up to 250 
MPa or more for basalt or granite. These strengths are typical 
mean values from laboratory measurements on small specimens of 
rock. The statistical spread of values from individual specimens may 
be as great as 50 percent. Furthermore, the strengths oC small sam
ples are considered to be significantly greater than those oC rock 
ID&IHS in .it. (GoodmaD, 1980; Hoek and Brown, 1980). Accord
inlly, it is not improbable that the concentration oC tangential stress 
in t.he wall oC an excavation may be sufficient Cor the tangential 
stress to exceed t.he strength oC the rock. Indeed, there is already 
clear evidence (rom pot.ent.ial repository sites that. this will occur. 
For example, t.he walls or exploratory boreholes in the basalts at 
HanCord have been round to be "broken out." (Kim, et 4/., 1984), as 
have large diameter boreholes at. th, Nevada Test. Site, (Springer, et 
II., 198.). 

Ordinarily, well bore brcakouta and the analogous spalling of 
the walls oC larger excavat.iol15 would not. be viewed as a 
phenomenon involving coupling. However, the maximum elastic 
stress concent.ration around openings depends upon the shape of the 
excavat.ion. Specifically, the stress concentrations at. the ends of the 
major and minor diameters parallel to the axes of the principle 
stresaes Cor holes wit.h ellipitical cross sections are given by: 

tT .. = [1 +2(i) ]qv -qa (1) 

q" - [1 +2(~)] qa -q. (2) 

where 

tT. and tT, are the maximum and minimum principal 
st.resses in the plane oC the hole; 

a - semi axis oC the elliptical hole in the x-direction, 

b - semi axis oC the elliptical hole in the y-direction. (Jaeger 
and Cook, 1919). 

In leneral, t.he maximum horizontal stress concentration 
around an openinl in an elastic material increases approximately as 
the square root. o( the ratio between the distance oC the hole surface 
(rom ita center aDd t.he local radius o( the curvature oC that surface 
(Jaeser, 1919). The sketch in Figure 1 iIlustraste how the shapes of 
• circular borehole chaDge as a result oC "break out". A driCt with Ol 
circular CreM sect.ion "spalls" in much the same way. It can be seen 
that. t.he change in cross section oC the hole brought about by 
breakout or spalling accentuates the tangential stress concentration 
in t.he region adjacent. to t.he breakout, causing further degradation. 
There is, t.hus, a powerful coupling between the geometry of a hole 
and its stability. 

In pract.ice, it. would be very difficult. to drill and keep open 
large numbers of boreholes (or canister emplacement under condi
tiona where breakout occurs. Likewise, it would be onerous and. 



perhaps, dangerous to excavate driCts and rooms where spalling 
occurs. Breakouts and spalling also make i~ very difficuJ~ to plug or 
seal boreholes and driCts or shalts effectively, because the cracking 
and dilatation asaoeiated with breakout and spalling creates con
duits through the rock by which groundwater CaD bypass the seala. 

The conditions under which breakou~ aDd spalling occur CaD 

be analyzed using the theory of elasticity. Assume that the rock 
adjacent to an excavation begins to fail when the taDgentiai stress 
becomes equal to the uniaxial compressive sWengths, C. , that is; 

Let 

~=R 
~, 

(~·-~')=s 
C. 

(3) 

For a circular crosa sectiao 01 excava~ion, a =- b, aDd this criterion 
becomes 

or 

that is, 

s > (R - 1) 
- (3R - 1) 

(4) 

From equations (9) and (2) i~ CaD be seen alao that the ~gen~ial 
stress around an excavation 01 elliptical shape is CODS~~ if 
a / b = R . In this case, the criterion becomes 

or 

th \1 IS 

[I+2(~)]«1.-«1' ~C, 

s > (R - 1) 
- (R + 1) 

(5) 

These criteria are plotted also in Figure 1. Above the upper 
curve excavations wit' circullV Crollll sections are stable. Between 
th .. IIpper :\lid lower curves, excavations with ellipital CroIIII sections 
and semi axes in the same ratio as the stresses are stable. Below the 
lower curve I!xcavlUions will fail by breakout aDd spalling. Note 
lh:lt between the upper and lower curves initially circular excav .... 
lions will fail to stable breakout shapes witb tbeir long diameter 
oriented perpendicular to the long semi axes 01 a stable elliptical 
cross 3ectlon. that is. the stability criterion bifurcates. Below the 
lower curve. excavations with initially elliptical Crollll sections would 
enlarge to stable breakout sbapes with a long axis perpendicular to 
the long semi axis 01 tbe ellipse, that is, a larse volume 01 rock 
would fail. 

The concept 01 effective strea. haa proved to have such wide 
applicability that it probably CaD be uaed alao in tbe aDalysis or 
breakouts and spalling. In tbe presence 01 pore pre-ure, p, tbe 
effective stresses becomes «1.' = «1. - P aDd «1,' =~, - p. 
Pore pressure changes the ratio R to R' = (<<1. - b /«1, - P ) but 
not the ratio S. Therefore, pore pressure CaD be expected to inhibit 
breakout and spalling. 

As a result of the excavation 01 a repository, pore pressures 
can be expected to decrease. thereby enhancing breakout and spal
ling. Increaae in pore pressure, sucb .. may occur alter cloeure, 
would enhance stability. 
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Thermoelastic stresses can be expected to exacerbate spalling. 
The ~gential stress around an excavation witb a surface tempera.
~ure T. is increaaed by 

where 

Q E T, A«1,= --..,..:... 
(1-11) 

Q = linear cofficient of thermal expansion 

E = Young's modulus 

,,= Poisson's ra~io (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951). 

(6) 

II ~he interior surlace of an excavation is a~ a constant temperature, 
breakouts and spalling can be analyzed as described above by sub
stituting C.' = C. - A«1, for the uniaxial compressive strength, 
t.hat is, 

s- (7) 

Should thermally exacerbated spalling occur in a canister hole. 
an annulus of broken rock with diminished thermal conductivity will 
be created around the canister. This will lead to greater canister 
umperatures in order to maintain the fiow of heat through the rock 
equal to that generated by radioactive decay in the canister. While 
t.his increase in temperature could prove damaging to a canist.er, the 
umperature 01 the rock at the new boundary of the solid rock will 
diminish as the reciprocal of the logarithm of the diameter of solid 
boundary. This decrease in temperature will reduce the thermally 
induced stress until spalling ceases. A1ternlltively, :f the annular 
space be~ween tbe canister and the hole is limited, this space wili fill 
with spalled rock and tbe dilatation associated with further spalling 
will compress it, eventually generating a normal stress sufficient to 

prevent any new spalling lrom occurring. 

This sequence of events was predicted and observed in one of 
the experiments at Stripa in which a full scale electrical heater with 
a power output 01 5 kW simulated a canister of ~.pent fuel 3 years 
ou~ of tbe reactor, (Cook and Meyer, 1980), Figure 3. In this particu
lar experiment, the rock mass in whi~h the canister hole was drilled 
was heated also by a ring of peripheral heaters to ~imuiatt: the ther
mal field in an actual repository that would result from adjacent 
canisters 01 waste. 

The phenomenon of wellbore breakouts has attracted consider
able attention recently as a method for determining stressl'S in rock 
at depth. Gough and Bell (1981, 1982) have :,naly~ed breakouts in 
terms of elastic stress distributions and a Mohr Coulomb failure cri
terion. Zoback et 41. (1985) making similar assumptions. show that 
breakouts result from shear failure of the rock where the compres
sive stress concentration is greatest around the hole. However, 
Fairhurst and Cook (1966) observed that spalling of the walls of the 
drilts occurs by rock splitting parallel to the direction of maximum 
~gential compression, and used a fracture mechanics model for the 
growth of Griffith cracks in compression to explain their observa
tions. Freudentbal (1977) on the basis of a shear dilatancy model 
suggests that extensile fracturing may occur adjacent to excavations 
in rock subject to compression. In hard rock, spalling IS character
iJed by extensive planar fractures, sometimes with dimensions of 
meters, that break tbe rock adjacent to the walls of excavations into 
sheets with thicknesses of the order to centimeters. The fracture!! 
lollow the direction of tbe maximum horizontal stress with remark
able fidelity. Horii and Nemat Nasser (1985) have developed a 
numerical fracture mechanics model for the propagatil)n of Griffith 
cracb in compression which results in ~palling adj:lcent to a free 
surface. 

Breakouts and spalling could make repository construction 
difficult and hazardous and may make retrieval ve-ry difficult. but 
the effect 01 this phenomenon may be most signitic:lDt in terms of 
repository performance. The rooms and access ways of a repository 
constitute a network of interconnected hydraulic conduits. which did 
not exist in the natural state prior to repository excavation. Even 
filling these excavations with an uncemented backfill will reduce 
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their hydraulic cODductivity to a nqligible extent. To inaure iaol .. 
tion or the Wlllltes, these conduits will have to be interrupt.ed at 
many points in the repository by the installation 01 cement.ed plup 
and seals. Ir breakouts and spalling are dilMan~ phenomena, the 
cracks and (ractures aaociated with them will produce permeable 
Jones in the rock adjacent. to breakouts and spalling. Theile 
permeable lones constit.ute paths by which po.ibly contaminated 
groundwater can be p_ seals and plup. 

The st.rengths 01 even hard rocks are ume dependent aDd 
decrease alao wit.h temperature aDd in t.he pr.ence of water. There
(ore, even where breakouts aDd spalling are DOt. a problem in the 
short term 01 repository consWl1ct.ion, t.hey may become ao in the 
longer term. Tapponier aDd Brace (1918) obee"ed t.hat virtually all 
st.? rduced cracks in Westerly granite at 230 C, a at.rain me 01 
10' s- aDd confiDing at.re. of 50 MPa were ext.enaile. Krans (1979) 
showed that confining pressure st.rongly inhibits crack growth and 
time to failure in eonst.ant stress creep t.esta on dry Barre granite. 
For example, at a stress dtJerence 01 87 percent. 01 the short. term 
strength, the time to failure at a confiDing sere. 01 53 MPa wu 
about 15 x 103s where .. at a confining preMure 010.1 MPa the Lime 
to failure Willi only about 400 s. Friedman et Ill. (1979) showed that 
the strength of charcoal granodiorite decreued (rom about. 350 MPa 
at. room temperat.ure to only 140 MPa at a temperature 01 4OO0 C at 
lero confining pressure but that at a confiDing presRre 01 50 MPa 
the strengt.h decreased (rom about. 830 MPa to s..o MPa, over the 
same temperatures. All the evidence __ to abow that over 
extended period 01 t.ime, say decades, breakout. aDd spalling are 
likely to occur adjacent. to repository excavations, where the 
confining stress is virtually sero. This may produce IOnes of 
enhanced hydraulic conductivit.y in the rock. The only etJect.ive way 
to inhibit breakout and spalling is through the early application 01 a 
confining It.r_, t.hat is, this It~ must. be applied within houn, 
preferably minutes, of excavation to t.ake advantase 01 t.he higher, 
short term st.rength 01 the rock. 

Rock Salt. 

Rocksalt hllll negligible shear It.rength. Breakout. and spalliDg 
are not expected to be major problema. Indeed, the creep delorm .. 
tion of rocksalt is expected ultimately to encapeulac.e the wutes 
completely. However, the closure o( excavatioQl may occur much 
more slowly than laboratory tests would lead one to expect.. Steady 
state creep o( rocksalt under isothermal, triaxial comp~on in 
laboratory teS\a is a power (unction 01 the streM ditJerence. 

i = A [ (6'1 ~ p) r (8) 

where 

( - strain rate; 
A - cODstant that depends upon the 

temperature; 
0'1 - maximum principal stresa; 
0'2 = 0'3 = P = cODfining pre.ure; 
K - normalising (actor, say, the bulk modulua; 
n - a hardening exponent. with a value or 

typically or 4 or 5. 

For multiaxialat.reM at.at.es, equation (8) can be written .. 

. 3 A ( 0'. )" -1 (S;j ) 
fij -2' K K' 

where 5ij are the dniator aU-, that is, 

5 11 = 

5 22 = 

(26', - 0', - 0'2) 
3 

(26', - 0'2 - 0',) 
3 

(26'2 - 0', - 0',) 
5 33 = 3 

(9) 

3 

aDd 

6' tJ == [3(S 1~ + ~ ~ + 5 ~) r'2 
Equation (9) can now be writ.ten conveniently as: 

1 ,,-1 S. 
f.;j - 2" 6' e ;j , 

where 

K" 
,,== (3A)' 

(10) 

(11) 

Couider DOW the creep derormation or a long, cylindrical hole 
in plane at.raio subject.ed to lit.hoet.atic at.resaes at infinity. Let the 
radiua 01 the hole be " and the radial displacement or this boun
dary be u, . When the creep strain is larger than the elastic strain, 
the derormation 01 the rockaalt will be almost incompressible, that is 

. . _, " == u r, (12) 

where u - the radial displacement at any radius r and the dot 
lipities the time derivative. 

The ave. equation 01 equilbrium in cylindrical coordinates is: 

86', 6',-6', 
-:III (13) 
8r r 

IDd the radial, t.anPDt.ial and axial at.raio rat.ee are, respectively, 

. ti u, r. 
Il == -- - ----, r r2 

. • U, r, 
Il,- - == ---r r2 

~2-0 

ID that, from equaUou (11) and (14) aDd (15) 

(6', - 6',) - 2" 6'.'-" (t., - i,) 

where 

_ - 4" (., ; , ) (3" t.. )1-" /" 
r 

aDd, rrom equa&iOD (13), 

6',-i [ (6"~6',) ] dr 

( 
. ) ( . )(I-"l/" -4" - 3" ---u, r, y'fU' r, 

r2 3 rZ 

r-1 dr 

__ (3,,)1/" (u, r, )1/" (! )(1+" )/2" 

..!!. r-2/" + C 
2 

A'r - 00, 6', - O'a the lithosc.at.ic stress, so that 

0', - 6'a - (3,,)1/" (ti, " )1/" 

(.!)(I+1t l/z" ..!!.+r -2/" 
3 2" 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 



and at' == '. , (7 r = 0 , so that, 

that is, 

(7 H = (a,,)I/" (u. '. )1/" 

(.!){1+" )/2" .!!. , -2/" a 2 0 , 

U o (2(7H /" )" --= 
'. [a" (.! ){1+" )/2"] a 

(19) 

but tio I'. = t:r and, comparing equat.ion (19) wit.h equation (8). it. 
can be seen that the effect of the axisymmetric geometry is to 
diminish the effective magnitude of the stress diJl'erence reducing 
creep by a factor of (2/ n)" . 

The tangential stress can be found from equations (13) and 
(18), and is given by, 

(7, = (3,,)1 /" (.!)1+"/2" (u, ,,)1/" (20) 
3 

(1 - .!!.) r -2/" + (7H 
2 

Finally, the axial stress can be found from equations (9) (19) 
and (20). The axial strain rate E2 = 0, (7. cannot be lero so that, 
from equation (9) the deviator stress S 33 must be zero, that is, 

(2(72 - (7 r - (7,) 
..:.--=--:...---.;..;.. = 0 

a 
or 

172 = (3,,)1{" (uo '. )1/" (: )1+,,/2. (21) 

( t -; ), -2/ .. + (7H 

It follow~ that 3t r = r. 

(22) 

(12 = 
n 

Equ3tions (22) show that the tangential and axial stresses around a 
cir'lll3/' - excavation in reek.salt become lese than the hydrostatic 
slrt·ss i( n ~ (;;/ p", ) where p == the mean density o( the overbu .... 
J~n and Pili is the density of water or brine. 

In reality, repositories will not be isothermal so that" , which 
is a function of temperature, will become a function of ,. This wiD 
aJTec t the preceding result quantitatively, but not qualitatively, 
except to diminish the stresses adjacent to the excavation to an even 
greater extent when the highest temperatures correspond to the 
sm311est radii. 

The creep deformation of roclu&lt produces large utensile 
strains in a radial direction. Many roclu&lt depoeic.a are iDterbedded 
with layers of shale, clay and anhydrite. Most of these layers are 
much more brittle than rocltsalt so that they may be broken inten
sively by extension. 

Consider a layer of brittle rock, embedded in roc:lu&lt, at a 
height h above an excavation with a circular crou section. U u. is 
the radial displacement at the surface or this hole with radius r. ' 
then the radial displacement (or incompressible 80w at any other 
r3dius is given by: 

u = u. " (23) , 
and the displacement parallel to any layer at 'I = h is 

4 

Uo '0 6= --cosO 
r 

u. '. z 
(z 2 + h 2) 

The strain parallel to the layer is, ther,,(orp., 

a6 Uo '. (h 2 - x~) 
fa = aZ = {z2 + h2)2 

(24) 

(25) 

80 that extension of the layer occurs for all :r > h. Brittle layers 
easily break iD extension. The resulting void space may, therefore, 
increase their hydraulic conductivity significantly. 

FRACTURES 

Fracture Aperture and Hydraulic Conductivity 

In rocks or intrinsically low permeability, joints, faults and 
rractures constitute the principal conduits for the transport of 
groundwater. Essentially, the conductivity of these features, collec
tively referred to as fractures, arises from the (act their opposing 
surfaces are not completely Hat, so that cont3ct occurs hetween the 
surf'ac.es across the asperities and voids exist hetween the surfaces 
elsewhere. The geometry of these contacts and voids varies with the 
stress normal to the fracture plane and the pore fluid presst:re within 
i&. The hydraulic conductivity of (ractures depends upon the aper
tures of the voids and the manner in which they are interconnected. 
Under some conditions, shear displacements between the two sur
races may be expected to result in major changes in the geometry of 
contacts and voids. 

It has been shown that, when the contar.t areas comprise a 
small fraction or the fracture surfa.ce area, fluid How in a fracture is 
sillular to that between parallel plates and the hydraulic conduc
tivi'v of the fracture increases as the cube o( the mean void aper
ture: (Iwai. 1976; Cangi, 1978). Experiments (Goodman, 1976; 
Sandis et tJI., 1983) and theory (Walsh, 1981; Drown and Scholtz, 
1985) based on the topography o( the fracture surfaces show that 
this mean void aperture is a non linear (unction o( the effective nor
mal stress across the joint, that is, the difference between the total 
DOrmal stress and the pore fluid pressure. As the normal stress 
increaaes so do the areas of individual cont3cts as well as the 
numbers of contacts. In princiFle, the hydraulic conductivity of a 
fracture can be derived from the mean joint aperture using the cubic 
rela' .. onship between these quantities. 

However, experiments by Iwai (1976), Engelder and Scholtz 
(1981) and Raven and Cale (1985) have shown that the cubic rel3-
tionship between (racture aperture and hydraulic conductivity 
breaks down at high stresses and small apertlJres, Figure 3. For 
apertures of less than about 10"m increases in the effective stress. 
to more than 10 MPa or 20 MPa, reduce the fracture aperture with ., 
little or no effect on the fluid Row. This means that 'mder these 
conditions major void spaces in the (racture must close WIth virtu
ally no change in the hydraulic resistance of the fracture. This can 
occur only if major void spaces are either isolated from the flow 
path or if the principal resistances to Huid flow occur in restricted 
connections between these voids. It follows that the hydraulic resis
tance of such restrictions must be comparatively insensitive to thp 

DOrmal strese, which would be the case i( these restricted pathways 
'resembled little pipes or tubes. 

Actual curves showing the deformation o( a fracture in basalt 
(Tsang and Witherspoon, 1981) and one in granit~ (Sun tl Ill., 1985) 
are shown in Figure 4. Note that thel!e curves are fitted quite well 
by the hyperbolic relationship p~posed by D3ndis t/ al., (1983). 

tT = DK; (26) 
(1 - D,I D", ) 

I. 
~' 
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where 

D .... volumetric c:Joeure or the rracture; 
D. = maximum volumetric c:Josure or the 

rracture; 

K. = ;; at «1'=0 that is, the intial specific 

stifl'ness or the rracture. 

The specific still'ness at any stress, K , can in principal be measured 
seismically (Chen, et oL, 1985), is given by 

K-
K ... (1 _ DiD. )2 (27) 

Consider first how a chanse in the pore pressure, 11, , at con
stant applied straa, «I' , chanses the aperture or a rracture and hence 
its hydraulic conductivity. The aperture o( a tracture depends vir
tually on the ell'ective stresa so that the aperture merely chanses to 
that correspondins to a new ell'ective stress (<<I' - I1p) . or course, 
the reduction in ell'ective stress reduces the rrictional resistance to 
slidins between the rracture surfaces without chansins the shear 
stress, so that. the rract.ure may become unstable or less stable. 

Second, consider a chanse in the pore pressure, I1p , when t.he 
total displacement or the rracture and the adjacent solid rock is held 
constant, as in plane strain. Let the chanse in pore pressure occur 
first. This would result in dilaQtion or the rracture and an equal die
placement. between any two planes parallel to the (ract.ure in the 
solid rock adjacent. to the rracture. Next chanse t.he applied st.resa 
by an amount 11«1'. This will partially cloee t.he rract.ure and 
compress the solid rock one each side or the (racture by an amount 
fl.«I'L / E' wbere L is tbe spacins bet.ween (ractures, or the amount. 
or solid rock on eacb side o( tbe (racture, and E' is the plane lIt.rain 
modulus, tbat is, 

E' = E (I -,,) 
[(I + ,,)(1 - 2")1 

The correct value or t1D' is tbat. which produces compression o( the 
solid rock one each side or tbe (racture that. equals exactly the 
change in (racture aperture brousht about by (t1D' - fl., ), as is 
illustrated in Fisure 5. 

The ell'ective normal stress across (ractures is expected to 
change all a result or the redistribution o( stresses around excava
tions, thermally induced stresses and pore pressures. 

Effect or stre. 

In general, the excavat.ion or openings always resulu in a 
decrease in the stress radial to the walls o( the excavation. The 
stress in a tansential direction may increi.ae or decrease dependins 
upon the shape o( the excavation and the ratioe or the (ar field 
stresses. A criterion that the tansent.ial stres8 should always exceed 
the orisinal stres in any direction is moet difficult. to satois(y (or a 
tangential stress parallel to the orisinal maximum stress, that. is, 

(1', ~ (1'. 

l( a is the major semi axis or an excavation with an elliptical cross 
section then 

or 

.!>.!!. 
s - 2 

For maximum stability, • /0 .. 1/2, so that the maximum ratio o( 
the stresses that satisfies bot.h the lIt.abilit.y and Lansent.ial st.rea cri
teria ill R - v'2 . 

One ol the experiments at St.ripa (Wilson ct .1., 1983) involved 
tbe meuu"ment ol tbe 80w ot poundwater into a drift. witb a CroM 

. 8Ktion 0' 5 m 8qU1II'e and a length 0' 30 m, and or the pressure gra
dient. in the rock out to radial distanCe8 or up to 40 m. Plou or the 
hydraulic head in the rock around t.his drirt at. dill'erent radial dis
t.ances .. aiDat t.he loprit.hm or distance, Figure 6, were linear, as 
would be expected. However, t.he lines fitting t.bese data do not 
intersect the wall or tbe drilt. at lero bead, indicating that the head 
loa through an annulus or rock about 2 m tbick around the drift 
wu relatively much greater than t.hal. in t.he rock rurther away from 
the drilt. Whereu tbe hydraulic gradient bet.ween radial distances of 
4 m to 40 m showed the permeability or t.be rock mass around the 
drill. to be about 10"10 mis, the hydraulic gradient through the 
annulus showed the permeability or the rock immediately around 
the drill. to be about 3 X 10"11 m/s. This reduction in permeability 
could easily be the result 0' the c:Josure or rracture apertures by the 
t.ansential stress concentration in the rock adjacent to the drift. 

Meuurement. or the st ...... in tbe rock at Stripa indicated 
that t.he vertical stress was only about 5 MPa whereas the two hor
izontal stresses were about 20 MPa (Doe, et /11., 1981). This would 
result in the t.ansential stresa in the roor and the Hoor or the drirt 
heinS coosiderably greater than the orisinal rock stress while that in 
the walls would actually he in tension. Very carerul mapping 
showed that three 01 the rour principal seu o( joints dipped at more 
than saO while the rarth set was sub horizontal (Gale et III., 1982). 
The near vertical joints would have been cloeed under the high 
t.ansentiaJ stress which may account. ror the observed decrease in 
flow. 

ElI'eeta of t.Dpuature 

IDcre_ in the temperature or t.he rock around a repository 
will produce thermal expansions that result in changes in stress. In 
pneral, within the volume or rock through which temperatures 
increue there will be an increue in compressive stress. In order to 

maintain OTerall equilibrium, it rollows that outside the heated 
yolume there must be exactly compensatory decreases in compres
siYe streS8. While increues in stresa will tend to close rractures and 
thererore deereue the permeability or the volume or heated rock, 
the correspondinl decreUe8 in stres8 will enhance permeability out
side t.he heated volume. ID total, the net. effect or changes in tem
perature must be to inereue the overall permeability of the rock 
IDUII, beeaUM 0' the highly non. linear relationship between the 
hydraulic conductivity or a rracture and the normal stress across it. 

Porous materials hayc the same coefficient or linear expansion 
.. the material or their solid matrix. However anomalously low 
yalUe8 (or thermally induced displacements and stresses were meas
ured in the Stripa heater experimenu (Chan ct til., 1980). These 
values have been shown (Cook, 1983) to result rrom the deformation 
acroea rractures. Imagine a column or rock o( length L that is sub
ject. to IItresa, «1', eontains a (racture normal to iu axis, and is con
strained at. ita ends rrom expansion, so that an increase in tempera
ture produces aIao an increase in the strea &cross the rracture. Let 
fl. f be the mean inereue in temperat.ure o( a heated length I of 
thia column. ID the absence or the fracture, the thermally induced 
increment or .u-.. would be 

where 

t1D'- I at:J.T E 
L 

a - coefficient or linear thermal expansion 
ol the intact rock; 

E - Youns's modulus. 

(26) 

ID the presence or the (racture with a specific still'ness K at a stress 
«1', the thermal expansion would partly be taken up by closure of the 
rracture aperture so that the increment in stress would be 

t::..aI _ lafl.T 

[ L + 1 ] 
E K 
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The thermally induced displacements of any points on each side of 
the fracture are shown in Figure 7 as are the corresponding displace
ments that would exist in the absence of a fracture. From this 
figure it can be seen that the thermally induced displacements are 
altered so much by the fracture that no predictions about stress or 
displacements can be made without at least knowing the specific 
stiffness of the fracture and its location relative to the temperature 
field and the measuring points. 

Effect or pore pressure 

Probably the largest change in stress across a fracture will 
result from changes in pore pressure that can be expected as a 
consequence of the thermal expansion of water. For some period 
after excavation and before closure, the repository excavations will 
act as an hydraulic sink so that pore pressures in the rock around a 
repository will decrease from their original values, and this decrease 
will result in further closure of most fractures. Most repositories are 
expected to experience a thermal pulse as a result of the radioactive 
decay of the waates. In many cases the peak temperature of this 
pulse will be reached within a few decades oC waate emplacement 
(Wang et 41., 1980). Alter the repository excavations have been 
closed, any repository below the water table will begin to resaturate. 
Some idea of the order of magnitude of this resaturation time can be 
gained from the large scale permeability experiment at Stripa. In 
this experiment the total inflow oC groundwater into a driCt measur
ing 30 m in length by 5 m square cross section, was 50 ml/min. 
Most repositories are expected to be placed in host formations with 
permeabilities no greater than the Stripa quartz monzonite. The 
time it would have taken to resaturate the drift at Stripa is almost 
10D seconds or about 30 years. If the resaturation period is greater 
than the time taken to reach pealt temperature oC the thermal pulse, 
thermal expansion of the water is not likely to pose any problem. 
However. if the resaturation period is less than the time talten to 
reach peak temperature, considerable increllH8 in pore preSllure may 
occur u a result of the relatively sreat coefficient of volumetric 
thermal expansion of water. about O.OOO6/cO. To estimate the 
change in pore preuure it is nec_ary to baluce the thermal 
increase in the volume of water against the outflow. OutRow will 
always o«:cur at leut u readily u would steady one dimensional 
How from the repository to the surface. If the permeability of the 
~trata overlying the repository is It, the depth below surface is H. 
and the mean thickness of all the water in the excavations averaged 
over the plan area of the repository is h. and the rate of heating is 
T. then the pore pressure increment corresponding to steady Row 
could be found from 

(28) 

that is. 

HAaT 
t.p =- k (29) 

For. say H = 1000 m . h = 1 m. k - 10-11 m/s. a "'" O.OOO6/oC 
and T = 3 x lO~C/S ( la/year). t.p - 1800 mar 17.6 MP&. 
Th,s is not insignificant in relation to the expected values of rock 
,tress. 

Stability 

Finally. it is necessary to consider the shear stability of frac
tures subjected to changes in streSll. pore pressure. ftuid Rowand 
temperature. partly as potential sources orf seismicity but mainly 
b.-cause it haa been shown (Barton. tt 41 .• 1985) that relative shear 
Ji~placements between fracture surfaces can enhance the hydraulic 
conductivity of fractures by a few orders oC magnitude. 

Jaeger and Cook (1979). and Cook (1981). Rice (1983) and Li 
aut! Rice (1983) have used two concepts oC a complete stress strain 
curve. or load displacement curve. and an unloading modulus to 
analyze the stability of rock fractures. 
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Essentially. for any rock fracture some relationship must exist 
between the relative displacement between the two surfaces of the 
fracture and the shear stresses that arise from the resistance to slid
ing oC these surfaces. This relationship specifies the complete 
strength of the fracture over all possible values of the relative dis
placement between its surfaces. (Conventionally. the "strength II is 
the maximum ordinate of this complete relationship.) We shall refer 
to this complete displacement-strength relationship as a reduced 
G,.iffitA IDe... In general, reduced Griffith loci are non linear and 
reflect the properties oC the material and the changing geometry of 
the fracture. 

Correspondingly, another relationship must exist between the 
shear stress applied to a fracture by the surrounding rock and the 
displacements through which the shear stress moves. This relation
ship specifies the stiffness oC the loading system that applies the 
shear stress. (In conventional engineering "dead weight" loads. the 
magnitudes of which do not change with displacement, that is, their 
stiffness is zero, are oCten used: in this case only the "strength II is 
needed to determine stability.) The system may be the surrounding 
rock mass or a testing machine. We shall refer to this relationship as 
the ."'oollin, mollal... For loading systems in which the fracture is 
the only non linearity. unloading moduli are linear. Unloading 
moduli may be evaluated by applying hypothetical shear displace
ments to an idealized and Crictionless fracture surface and calculat
ing the shear stresses corresponding to each displacement. 

An hypothetical reduced Griffith Io«:us for a shear fracture, 
showing the shear resistance to sliding oC the fracture as a function 
or the shear displacement between the two surfaces is illustrated in 
Figure 8. This lo«:us represents the complete behavior of the frac
ture; displacements and streSll move along the locus as the fracture 
grows. Every point on the lo«:us corresponds to some limiting state 
01 eqUilibrium on the fracture. 

A Cracture is embeaded in rock which essentially behaves elast
ically. U, aa described above, thf' fracture were replaced by a fric
tionless system through which the displacements were controlled. 
the unloading modulus oC the rock mass could be determined by cal
culating the change in .:.hear stress as a function of shear displace
ment. The slope of this unloading modulus is independent of the 
magnitudes 01 the stresses and displacements and of the fracture 
surfaces; it depends only upon the geometry of the system and the 
elastic constants oC the rock mass. 

Consider the stability oC a fracture embedded in a rock mass 
with a given unloading modulus as the fracture evolves along a 
reduced Griffith locus. Let the shear stress in the rock mass be 
increased until a limiting state oC stress exists at A. The unloading 
modulus at this point 1: . ..5 a Batter slope than the reduced Griffith 
modulus. so that the C~acture growth would be unstable and the 
applied load would move along the unloading modulus until the 
shear resistance oC the fracture equals the applied shear stress at 
point B. In lact the energy supplied by the system as it unloads is 
greater than that absorbed by the fracture as it evolves from A to 8 
in the amount shown by the area ABC. so that the fracture would 
shoot past the equilibrium position 8 to some other position such as 
D. At 0 the system is again stable and the fracture cannot evolve 
unless the shear stress increases to point E. Here again. an equili
brium state 01 stress exists and the fracture remains stable because 
the unloading modulus lies within the elastic part of the locus. 
ThereCore. the fracture will evolve only if further shear displacement 
is provided to the system from outside. so as to bring the shear 
stress and displacements back on to the locus. Although the dis
placements will increase the stresses will decrease. because the frac
ture is evolving to a weaker condition. Such stable deformation can 
continue until the unloading modulus becomes tangent to the 
reduced Griffith locus at F where the system becomes intrinsically 
unstable. because the unloading modulus lies completely outside the 
Griffith locus. 
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Conceptually, the reduced Griffith locus can be Cound as Col
lows. A Cracture comprising any given geometry oC asperities can be 
deformed elastically until the streu intensity factors at the asperities 
reach critical values. At this point further deformation would be ine
lastic. However, this end point of the elastic deformation defines a 
point on the locus corresponding to asperities of a particular size. 
As a result of inelastic deformation, or fracture growth, the size of 
the asperities wiU diminish. Other pointa on the locus can be found 
by determining the end pointa oC elastic loadings Cor asperities oC 
successively diminished sizes. 

The efFecta oC changing temperature on the stability of a frac
ture can be found, in principle, by using critical stress intensity fac
tors that are functions of temperature. A bigher tempeature may 
lead to lower streu intensity factors and hence a smaller Griffith 
locus as illustrated by the dashed curve in Figure 8. Similar correc
tions can be made Cor the effecta of 8uid chemistry on the fracture 
energy or stress intensity factors. 

Pressure solution at pointa oC high stress concentration may be 
a relatively important phenomenon in determining Cracture stability. 
The Cormation oC stylolites has been analyzed in terms oC pressure 
solution at points oC high stress concentrations (Fletcher and Pol
lard, 1981; Merino et 01., 1983). The asperities of contact in a frac
ture constitute points of high stress concentrations at which pressure 
solution may be expected. This will have the effect of diminishing 
the size of the asperities in a manner similar to that in which their 
size is diminished by additional deformation. Therefore, preuure 
solution would be equivalent to increasing deformation; it may move 
a fracture from a point such as B to one such as E. At any point on 
the locus the instantaneous stability would still be determined by 
the slope of the unloading modulus compared with that of the locus 
at that point. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper I attempted to identify coupled proceues in 
geomechanics, that may be detrimental to repositories, by examining 
specific changes to the rock around canister boles and storage rooms 
that could adversely affect the use or the performance of a reposi
tory. It appears that the formation of new Jractures in zones of the 
greatest stress concentrations adjacent to excavations, or the mobili
zation of old fractures, perhaps at quite large distances from the 
excavations, may generate new conduits or increase the eonductivity 
of old conduits, so that, possibly contaminated. groundwater may 
reach the accessible environment sooner than is acceptable. 

The approach used in this paper led to the analysis of specific 
potential problems in a repository namely, breakout and spalling in 
hard rocks and creep in rocksalt around holes and drifta, and Crac
ture closing and opening and stability in the rock mass, rather than 
the identification of a variety of related phenomena, as was done in 
the panel report (Tsang and Mangold, 1984). Interestingly, both the 
approach in tbis paper and that in the report led to the 
Identification of processes on the basis of relevant past experience 
rather than on the basis of fundamental scientific prediction. Cer
tainly, well bore breakouta and the spalling of drifta as well as the 
stIll incompletley understood, complex mechanical, hydraulic and 
thermal behavior of fracture are more in the nature of discoveries 
rather than predictions. The seminal role of the Stripa experiments 
is obvious. I recognize that the emphasis in this paper has been on 
procesaes involving essentially mechanical bydraulic and thermal 
coupling, and that chemical effecta may be more important than is 
recognized here. To some extent this is becauae relatively little 
work has been done on problems involvng mechnanical and chemical 
effects. 

am Corced to conclude that there is no altenative to 
comprehensive in situ testing, both generic and site specific, to iden
tify and resolve problems relating to waste repository performance 
in general and coupled processes in particular. 
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Axial sections tbrougb a canLster bole containing a 5 kW 
heater at different times alter emplacement, illustrating 
the tbermal decrepitation o( the rock adjacent to the 
hole. Inserts are sketches o( the hole wall made using a 
borescope. 
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Fig. 8. Sketch showing a reduced Griffith locus :lIld an unload
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F) shear displacements. The dashed lows indicate reduc
tions in strength caused by temperature or chemi~(ry. 
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